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Students deck dorm halls for Jones explains Dead Week policy
annual Christmas open house
BY ROBIN SNYDER

STAFF WRITER
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Sophomore Eric Seidelman swallows another gulp of eggnog during Gerig Hall's annual eggnog
drinking contest. Seidelman claimed the victory, being the last person in the contest to throw
up. The eggnog drinking contest is one of the favorite events held during Gerig's Christmas open
house. People from all over campus gather in Gerig Hall to watch their friends chug the Christmas
beverage. When there isn't room left inside the building, students gather around the windows to
watch from outside. For more Christmas open house pictures, see page two.

Each semester, many Tay
lor students begin discussing
the myths and truths sur
rounding the week before fi
nals, nicknamed Dead Week.
"Dead Week is supposed
to mean that there is nothing
going on, but mine is usu
ally so packed that I feel like
I could die," junior Hillary
Durie said.
Another student echoed
this sentiment.
"I've never really had a
ton of work on the supposed
Dead Week until this year
when Dead Week has been
killing me," junior Jonathan
Wolf said.
According to many stu
dents, the week before final
exams, transforms otherwise
lively students into walk
ing zombies.
With end of the year proj
ects to finish, presentations
to give and tests to take, stu
dents wonder if the policy
is enforced.
Durie believes that if pro
fessors would lighten the
homework load she would
have more time to prepare

for final exam week.
Week]," Jones said.
"I would really appreci
Jones said writing inten
ate it if the professors would sive classes sometimes have
abstain from assigning large their final exam or a series
projects or papers due during of essays due during Dead
[Dead] Week," Durie said.
Week instead of during final
According to Tom Jones, exam week in order to give
dean of arts and sciences, professors time to grade the
most faculty members al papers and students time to
ready comply with the Dead discuss the papers or give
Week policy and the appar brief presentations in class
ent policy breaches may only on final exam day.
be policy misinterpretations.
Student organizations mu
The current policy, passed st also abide by the Dead
in 1995, applies only to cours Week policy, excluding the
es with comprehensive final Silent Night basketball ga
exams and says no paper or me and the organized stu
unit test can be scheduled on dy break during final ex
the Thursday or Friday of the am week.
week prior to final exams.
Jones said students should
Science lab exams, usually talk to their professors about
scheduled on Thursdays, are potential Dead Week viola
exempt from the policy.
tions. If this approach is not
Although the policy is nar effective, Jones said students
row, it is broad enough to should contact the depart
allow for some "learner-fo ment chair.
cused" exceptions.
"[Academic Affairs] would
"What we don't want to do be the last resort," Jones said.
... is define the policy so nar "Our expectation is that [at
rowly that in certain cases a professor or department lev
professor and a group of stu els] there would be at least an
dents cannot collaboratively understanding of the why of
decide that the most humane what's happening and a look
way to lay out the semester at future situations."
is to have some sort of as
signment due during [Dead

Vendors remove machines from campus
BY RANDY KIZER
CONTRIBUTOR

Two weeks ago, Canteen
Vending removed their 13
snack vending machines
from Taylor's campus. The
removal came three months
after Canteen announced
their decision to discontinue
services to Taylor.
On July 11, Canteen ap
proached Laura Hutson,
human resource operations
manager, with statistics
showing a steady decline in
profits over the last several
years. In 2004, profits were
down 4.6 percent; the follow
ing year that number grew
to 13 percent. At the time of
their meeting with Hutson,
Canteen had already reached
14.6 percent losses for 2006.
Hutson has approached
five area vendors as replace
ments for Canteen, but all of
them have declined because
of the potential lack of prof
its. When a replacement was
not immediately found, Hut
son informed Jill Godorhazy,

associate dean of students,
and Jerry Nelson, the direc
tor of food services.
Godorhazy updated the
hall directors about the pend
ing change.
Hutson said she believes
the food sold at the front

While the administra
tion does not oppose
finding a new vendor,
there are currently no
more options.
desks is better than the food
sold in the vending ma
chines. "The content is not
identical," she said. "But
many times it is either more
convenient or preferred."
Student opinions vary over
the loss.
"I miss the vending ma
chines," junior Mikey Skoglund said. "I used them a
lot in the Dungeon and after
the front desk closes at 1 a.m.
It was nice to always have a
place to grab a quick snack."

Sophomore Whitney Godby said she never used
the vending machines and ~
prefers the food sold at the
front desks.
Hutson said she believes
the academic buildings will
be the hardest hit. The ma
chines were frequently used
between classes and among
groups that work during the
evenings. According to Hut
son, one student who works
in Nussbaum approached
her to ask about the missing
vending machines.
While the administra
tion does not oppose find
ing a new vendor, there are
currently no more options.
There have been discussions
about Taylor supplying the
vending machines, or one of
the on-campus organizations
using vending machines as a
Photo Illustration by Tim Huynh
source of revenue. However,
Canteen Vending removed all of their machines from campus because the machines weren't making a
the initial costs are quite high profit. The administration has been looking, but there is currently no replacement vendor available.
and there is no guarantee
such a venture would reach chines, the beverage vend with Pepsi, who will contin these machines, they are en
a level of profitability.
ing machines will not be ue to stock the machines.
couraged to contact Nelson
Although Canteen elimi removed. Taylor officials re
If students have requests
through Taylor email or at
nated the snack vending ma- cently renewed their contract regarding the content of
extension 84908.

CSS develops new missions program CBS reality show to
BY ANDREW NEEL

SPORTS EDITOR

Taylor's Computing and
System Sciences (CSS) de
partment is making its in
volvement in missions work
official with the developm
ent of a Missions Comput
ing Initiative.
According to Bill Toll,
chair of the CSS department,
the new initiative would ben
efit mission organizations
and students through the de
velopment of new computer
software they could use.
"We are working on a way
to make this [missions ini
tiative] academically valid,
because we know students
can produce commercialquality software if they're in

News

the right environment with
enough resources," Toll said.
"This would give Taylor ex
posure in new communi
ties and possibly serve as
a recruiting tool to encour
age our students to work
in missions."
•'
In the past, CSS students
and faculty have worked
with mission organizations
such as Wycliffe, HCJB and
Operation Mobilization on
a number of software pack
ages, including WordSurv, a
linguistics program designed
to aid Bible translators in the
collection and analysis of
word lists.
The initiative would enable
the CSS department to dedi
cate more time and resources
to developing software for

mission organizations while
simultaneously enabling stu
dents to receive more practice
with long-term projects. CSS
has even considered adding
a new major track that would
focus on that type of soft
ware development.
"[The initiative] will pro
vide good experience for stu
dents," Stefan Brandle, CSS
faculty member, said. "Stu
dents will get a real-world
chance to see their projects
being used."
Toll said the CSS depart
ment would need to raise
over $5 million - seeking dif
ferent donors than normally
contacted by Taylor - for a
long-term endowment that
would eventually be used
to start the Center for Miss

ions Computing.
"We're looking at people
who have contacts with the
mission community and
would be interested in help
ing," Toll said.
Brandle said the goal for
the initiative is to involve
other colleges and universi
ties in the process of software
development, thus increas
ing the number of projects
that can be completed.
"Mission organizations do
n't always have the time ... to
coordinate volunteers who
want to help in the area of
technology," Brandle said.
"If we had one or two peo
ple on staff dedicated to the
missions initiative, they co
uld help organize volunt
eer efforts."

be filmed in Muncie
Last Wednesday, five celebrities were sworn in to the
Muncie Police Department as reserve officers for a CBS re
ality TV show, "Armed and Famous."
The series will follow Erik Estrada, Jack Osbourne, Trish
Stratus, Wee Man and La Toya Jackson as they enforce the
laws of the community with the Muncie police. The net
work has not revealed when the show will air.
The celebrities were sworn in by Muncie Mayor Dan
Canan and Police Chief Joe Winkle in front of six rolling
cameras and a crowd of more than 200 police officers, city
employees and community members. The event took place
at 6 p.m.
A high school JROTC color guard and two drum
mers from Ball State were also involved in the even
ing's activities.
Prior to the start of the ceremony, a producer came out
on stage to hype the audience for the show. Portions of the
ceremony also underwent retakes for the camera.
* Information compiled from thestarpress.com
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'Walkin' in a winter wonderland'
Students continue tradition of Christmas open houses
PHOTO SPREAD BY
ALISSE GOLDSMITH
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

This year, the tradition of
Christmas open houses in
each dorm continued. Gerig
had theannual eggnog drink
ing contest, English had the competition for best wing deco
rations, and Penthouse's theme was the annual campus-wide
secret. Olson's open house theme this year was "Around the
World." Second East Wengatz held their annual "Freeze Out,"
complete with windy corridors and slushies. This year, even
The Brotherhood got into the Christmas spirit with a "The
Notebook"-themed open house.
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Above: Juniors Meaghan O'Neill,
Nathan McCauley and Elijah
Dixon chug glasses of eggnog at Gerig's annual eggnog
drinking contest Wednesday
night. Gerig's theme this year
was "New York: Miracle on 34th
Street."

Left: Students enjoy a relaxing
open house in Wengatz Sunday
evening.

Right: Freshmen Katrina Lemus
and Lauren Vriezema share sto
ries during Fourth Berg's open
house Tuesday. The theme was
"Snowboarding," with Bergwall's
overall theme being "Winter
Olympics."
Photo by Amy Wood
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Far Above: Junior Rachel Hughes and sophomore Stephen Hensel
share a joke during Swallow Robin's open house Monday night.
Swallow had themes for each floor, including "Home Alone" for the
second floor.
Above: Students play a round of cards during the Olson "Around
the World" open house. Different wings recreated locations like
China, New York, France, London, Italy, Holland, Jamaica and
Antarctica.
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'Medieval Times'
reigns on Penthouse
This year's super-secret theme on Penthouse was "Medi
eval Times." Each wing chose to represent something differ
ent from the time period. The North Wing was "The Village,"
the Center Wing was "Castle" and the South Wing was "The
Enchanted Forest." Preparation for the open house usually
starts on Thursday and most of the responsibility is put on
the PAs. "Straw this year was the worst aftermath," junior
Brad Wood said. "It was everywhere and it was more difficult
to clean up." The men of Penthouse ran into some problems
with decorations and time constraints, but the open house
was a hit with attendees from both on and off campus.

Students tour the Penthouse open house on Monday night. The
lobby was decorated as a medieval tavern and arena.
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wrestfonn
7ir °Pen house decorations and
wrestle on top of them late Monday evening.
Photos by Tim Huynh
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Alumni O'Neill ('04) overcomes introversion to work
f Update wjth Emmaus' ministry to male prostitutes

Photo courtesy of David O'Neill

northern Chicago, the party
district for the gay commu
nity of Chicago, which was
the opposite of anything he
had dreamed of doing.
"The idea of giving love
to the people who are most
unloved just really struck a
chord with me," O'Neill said,
remembering his feelings of
exclusion as a child. "This
life is not about comfort - it's
about fighting for things that
are worth fighting for."
Although he enjoyed
working with Emmaus, the
experience produced many
challenges. O'Neill had to
learn about stress manage
ment and was faced with the
reality of poverty.
"Any ministry where you
are ministering with hurt
ing people, you always see
your own hurt as well,"
O'Neill said. "That was good
and hard."
O'Neill moved back to
Upland after completing his
year at Emmaus with a de
sire for meaning in his life.

He began brainstorming
how to prevent individuals
from becoming involved in
situations like those he en
countered in Chicago.,
It was then he applied to
and was accepted as a math
teacher at New Horizons,
a boarding school for highpotential, low-performing
youth and teens.
O'Neill said the adjust
ment was initially frustrat
ing because of the students'
mindsets. Emmaus is an op
tional program, New Hori
zons is not.
While challenging, O'Neill
said he enjoys, working at
New Horizons because it
gives him the opportunity
to use his math minor while
helping troubled kids.
"I have had some disagree
ments and frustrations but
I am part of something that
matters [at New Horizons],"
O'Neill said. "Don't discount
jumping off the deep end ...
If God says jump off the deep
end then do it."

David and his wife, Ann, live in Briarwood. Ann is finishing her master's degree while David works locally at New Horizons.

BY LAURA RIZZO
CONTRIBUTOR
Many self-proclaimed in
troverts may want a career
where interactions with
others are limited. David
O'Neill considered himself
one of these people, until
God began revealing his al

ternate plan for O'Neill's life
by involving him in a year
long ministry with Emmaus
to help male prostitutes
in Chicago.
O'Neill is a 2004 Taylor
graduate with a major in
computer science and minors
in math and psychology. Be
fore graduation, O'Neill read

"The Sacred Romance," by
Brent Curtis and John Eldridge, which helped him
re-evaluate many aspects of
his life.
"God has given me a strong
heart that reacts ... emotion
ally to my surroundings for
a reason. I don't know what
that reason is yet, I still don't,

but he didn't give that to me
just to make my life annoy
ing," O'Neill said.
O'Neill took advantage
of 2004's World Opportuni
ties Week and discovered
the Emmaus ministry, which
ministers to drug addicts and
homeless men. The following
March he began working in

FREE Buffet
With The Purchase
of
1 Buffet
and
2 Beverages

All the pizza, pasta
salad and dessert
you want! $4.49
3109 S. Western Avenue Marion
765-651-0316
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Grant County 'pays it forward'
BY ANNA DANIELS
STAFF WRITER

Web site, www.myproject
ripple.com.
Thousands of Project Rip
In the movie "Pay It For ple cards, asking children to
ward," the main character, do a kind deed for someone
Trevor McKinney, concocts else then pass on the card,
a plan to help three people, were distributed to schools
who in return have to help across the county in hopes
three people, and so on, cre that the goodwill chain will
ating a potentially unending continue. The goal is for
chain of goodwill.
the cards and kind deeds to
Though
McKinney's spread throughout Indiana
dream may seem unrealis and the rest of the county.
tic to some, Grant County
Senior Abby Duncan, a
has begun its own version student teacher at Lakeview
of "Pay It Forward," a part Christian School in Marion,
nership between the Marion plans to distribute the cards
Chronicle-Tribune, Project to her fourth grade students
Leadership and the Commu this week.
nity Foundation making the
"It's really neat to watch
plan possible.
the students see how they
The plan is called Project can do [something kind] for
Ripple, named after the "rip someone else," she said.
ple effect."
The Web site lets users en
"A rock dropped into a ter the number codes they
pool ... sends out ripples in find on their cards then post
all directions, and the ripples a comment with a descrip
are in motion ... who can say tion of their good deed.
where the last ripple disap
Citizens have completed
pears?" said the project's many kind acts, such as.

helping a sick grandparent
clean out his car and visit
ing neighbors and bringing
them food.
"I was in Wal-Mart, in the
check-out line and a lady
thought a pair of pants were
$7, but they were really $10.
All she had was $7, so I had
a couple extra bucks and I
gave it to her," a Web site re
port from Marion said. "She
tried to say no, but I [told]
her that people do nice things
for me all the time and I gave
her my Project Ripple card
and left."
The project has even
reached
overseas.
"My
church was preparing a care
package for a soldier in Iraq,"
read a Web site comment
from LaFontaine. "I wrote
him a letter and sent five
pounds of Gummy Bears.
My card is in Iraq."
Keep an eye out for the
cards - one might pass
through campus someday.

House church welcomes early risers
BY CHRISTINE ALLEN
STAFF WRITER
Most college students
avoid waking up before the
sun rises. A group of Taylor
students, however, some
times begin Sundays when
everything is dark and quiet,
just to spend time with God
and to focus on what the rest
of the day will bring.
Gathered in the living room
of the Soup House, anywhere
from 20 to 50 people meet to
worship God and begin the
day focusing on him. Mu
sic drowns out the sound of
brewing coffee and the room
slowly grows brighter as the
sun peeks over the horizon.
This is Morning Dew, a 7
a.m. prayer service on the
first Sunday of every month.
Junior Christine Lee began
Morning Dew in the fall of

Features

2005. Coming from a tradi
tion in Korea where corpo
rate early-morning prayer is
a daily activity, Lee wanted
to incorporate that discipline
into Taylor life.
After seeing the growth
in the church in Korea, Lee
is passiohate about begin
ning every day by seeking
the Lord.
" I personally love praying
in the morning, even though
sometimes I just have to
force myself to go [to Morn
ing Dew], But at the end I
just feel so great about it ...
and I wanted other people to
feel that," Lee said.
Students always preach
the sermons. In the past, Lee
has asked Christian educa
tion or biblical studies ma
jors to share a short sermon
during the service.
Worship is also student-

led, with a greater focus on
prayer than more traditional
church services contain.
"I believe that praying
with your friends is so pow
erful, even more powerful
than praying by yourself,"
Lee said.
While not easy, start
ing the day early is a sac
rifice JLee finds rewarding.
She said she encourages
students to forfeit some of
their sleep in order to attend
Morning Dew.
"I'm not doing this for me,
I'm doing this for God," Lee
said. "I wish people knew
that this is for [their] sake in
order to be blessed by God
by giving up [their] sleep."
The Soup House is located
off campus on the corner of
Second Street and Taylor Av
enue. Morning Dew's next
meeting will be in January.
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Hannah Ruth Hermiz
Graduate Student
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When I found out that
Grace was CACREP accredited,
I knew that it's program met national standards for a masters
program. Ibis accreditation means it will be significantly easier
to get my license post-graduation in almost any state without a
lot of extra work, as well as find a job of my choosing.

A glimpse of Grace:
• M.A. in Counseling
• M.A. in Interpersonal Relations
• Scripturally Based
• Focused on each student's personal & spiritual growth

GRCyCE
C O L L E G E

GRADUATE SCHOOL

Web site: www.grace.edu • E-mail: macslg@grace.edu • Telephone: 1-800-54-GRACE, ext. 6397
200 Seminary Drive, Winona Lake, Indiana 46590
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'The Fountain' transcends entertainment

BY JOSH PORTER

A&E EDITOR

There seems to be a ru
mor circulating that movies
are not art. To many people,
movies exist only to entertain
for two hours (or four and a
half, fpr Peter Jackson fans).
Movies mainly serve as little
more than a conversationstarter, a topic to bring up in
social situations to break an
awkward silence.
Ifs easy to see this logic.
After all, we talk about the
things we have in common,
and when a movie like "Pi
rates of the Caribbean 2"
(which made over a billion
dollars in theaters world
wide) comes out, it gives ev
eryone something to discuss.
Many people, however,
don't seem to grasp the in
credible amount of effort that
goes into almost every film,
even the awful ones. The
acting talent, script, sound
design, camera work, set de
sign, soundtrack - everything
has to flow and fit together,
and all this work goes into a
project most people will only
see once.
When given the daunting
task of creating a film, it's
difficult to take risks. Many
moviemakers have to settle
for mediocre scripts, poor
editing or unrealistic sets so
they can finish making the
movie within their budget
and time constraints.
Furthermore, movies have
to make money. General au
diences don't pay for inno
vation and artistic mastery in

Photo courtesy of rottentomatoes.com

"The Fountain" is rated PG-13 for some intense sequences of violent action, some sensuality and language,

movies; they tend to pay for
dazzling special effects, wellknown actors and hot-button
issues like racism ("Crash")
and homosexuality ("Brokeback Mountain").
Because of these many rea
sons, "The Fountain" should
not have been made. Now
that it is completed, there
are many reasons why it
shouldn't succeed. However,
the risks it takes as a movie
and as a work of art out
weigh any negative buzz the
movie may be receiving.
"The Fountain" is the third
film from director Darren
Aronofsky ("Pi," "Requiem
for a Dream"). It focuses on
mankind's perpetual quest
for eternal life, whether
through mysticism or sti-

entific research. It contains
three parallel stories, each in
a different time period.
The central story is set
in present day with a man
named Tommy Creo (Hugh
Jackman) who works in the
field of medical research.
Doctors have recently diag
nosed his wife, Izzi (Rachel
Weisz), with an aggressive
brain tumor, and Tommy
attempts to find a cure us
ing bark from a mysterious
South American tree, which
has regenerative properties.
In the days close to her
death, Izzi nears completion
of a novel set in the 1500s.
The movie frequently shows
scenes from this book, with
Jackman playing a Spanish
conquistador named Tomas

and Weisz playing Queen Isa- will attempt to tie all three
bella, who orders Tomas into stories together in a linear
Mayan territory to find the fashion. However, it's crucial
mythical Tree of Life, which for viewers to recognize this
is said to give eternal life to is not an event-driven movie.
those who drink its sap.
Practically everything within
The third story takes place the movie is used to convey
in the year 2500. A man ideas and concepts.
named Tom (Hugh Jackman)
In almost every way, "The
hurls through the galaxy in a Fountain" is a visual experi
transparent spherical space ence. Aronofsky takes full
craft towards a dying star advantage of the film me
contained within a nebula. dium in conveying his con
The Tree of Life accompanies cepts. He has a remarkable
him, and it is slowly dying way of burning images into
as the craft nears the nebula. the viewer's brain. Tom's
Tom believes that once he nebula in 2500 looks identi
reaches the nebula, the Tree cal to the regenerative bac
will be reborn.
teria from the tree bark in
Many people will find 2000. The hanging candles
it impossible to figure out surrounding the walkway to
what's going on during the the Queen's throne resemble
movie, mostly because they the stars surrounding Tom in

What to ask for this Christmas

BY JOSH PORTER & BRIAN LAING

1. iPod Shuffle

Photo coi

3. An external
hard drive

Photo courtesy of seagate.com

Remember when portable holds up to 240 songs. It's the
music meant carting around size of a postage stamp, and
a frisbee-sized discman that it's designed to clip onto any
played 12 songs at a time and piece of clothing.
skipped at the slightest gust
In its first generation, the
of wind? Well, the Dark Ages Shuffle was about the size
are over, and now we have an of a stick of gum and came
MP3 player from Apple that in two versions: 512 mega
Not only is this an extreme
ly innovative console, ifs
also the cheapest and most
available console. It's only
$250, and it's not hard to find
in a major department store
like Best Buy or Wal-Mart. It
also sports excellent games
at launch, particularly the
This isn't your sentimental
tear-jerker gift, but it's a use
ful thing to have. For those
who aren't familiar with the
term, an external hard drive
is a regular computer hard
drive enclosed in a portable
box. You plug it into your
laptop or desktop through a

bytes ($99) and one gigabyte
($150). The new Shuffle only
has a one GB version, but it's
priced at a remarkable $79.
It's so cheap, it's like buying
candy. Just make sure you
don't swallow it.

Photo courtesv-gf raticKum.com

By now most people have
heard about the Zune, Mi
crosoft's MP3 player that de
throned the iPod.*No? Per
haps the Zune isn't that great
after all.
Microsoft hoped the Zune
would do for the music in
dustry what their Xbox did

Apple's mid-range MP3
player is an excellent piece
of hardware. It's small, light,
easy to use, has a 24-hour
battery life and now comes
in multiple colors. Why not
add it to your wish list?
Apple has all but confirmed
the release, scheduled for the

3. Polished-stones

Photo courtesy of petco.com
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Yes, they are appealing and
pretty. Many people are in
stantly attracted to the bins
of polished stones at national
museums or tourist traps.
However, there are sur
prisingly few things you can
actually do with polished

Symphony
Orchestra
makes waves

ments based mainly on her
recollections and assimila
newest game in the popular play, without, according to
tions of folk tunes. However,
"Zelda" series.
critics, boring the player.
Senior Katie Lehman upon request she arranged it
"The Legend of Zelda: Twi
Games aside, the Wii is cer opened Wednesday night's for an orchestra.
light Princess" is being hailed tainly going to be a huge gift Symphony Orchestra perfor
The second movement,
by many reviewers as one of item this year. What parent mance with a sincere prayer referred to by Burnett, fea
the best video games in his can possibly say no to a vid focused on glorifying God. tured an ocean drum, an
tory. It innovatively uses the eo game console that makes While the musical selec instrument that had never
Wii controller and contains people exercise?
tions of the evening were not been used by the depart
about 60-70 hours of gameexpressly religious, an atti ment. The drum sounded
tude of joyful worship tran like a gentle yet steady rain
USB, and most models ap external hard drive can also scended the program.
heard from the cover of a
pear without installation as provide extra storage space.
The orchestra performed screened porch.
an extra hard drive.
A 250 GB hard drive can earlier in the day for
The climax was Ludwig
Putting copies of your easily be found online for Christmas Worship Chapel, van Beethoven's Symphony
documents, music and video around $100. Tell your par but there were several distin No. 5, which was performed
onto an external hard drive ents it will assist you in your guishing factors in the eve in its entirety.
can save a ton of hair-pulling educational endeavors, and ning performance worth the
"This was the first time the
and wall-punching later if watch their wallets magically cold walk across campus to orchestra has ever done the
your computer crashes. The emerge from their pockets.
Rediger Auditorium.
full symphony, so it was real
Hector Berlioz's "Rakoczy ly exciting," Concert Master
March" opened with stun Anne Marie Hardy said.
ning precision.
"I've played the
for the gaming industry. The basically a gimmick, and it
An
encore
first movement
multi-billion-dollar software hasn't surged much interest performance of
While the musi in high school,
company designed the player in the device.
the three-move
cal selections of but this is the
with Wifi so songs can be ex
So far the Zune hasn't ment Christmas the evening were first time I've
changed wirelessly between greatly impacted iPod sales. Concerto was not expressly reli played
the
Zunes. However, transmit Apple sales are still thriving, markedly more gious, an attitude whole thing."
ted songs can only played and it looks like Microsoft emotional dur of joyful worship
Symphony
three times and expire after wasted 10 months and mil ing the eve
transcended the No. 5 debuted
three days. This feature is lions of dollars on a dud.
ning showcase,
program.
200
years
which may be
ago, just as
beginning of next year, of an embarrassing. Still, this next due to "the qui
Beethoven was
Apple iPod with phone func product is a major upgrade eter and more serene eve beginning to suffer from
tions. Inside informers have to the iPod line, and Apple's ning crowd.
deafness. It is based entirely
indicated it will come in four reputation suggests buyers
"I really liked the 'Cape upon four notes: three shorts
GB and eight GB versions, will get a fantastic piece of Breton Postcard' piece, espe and a long. This thematic
much like the iPod Nano.
hardware with some entic cially 'The Mist' section," cluster, known as a motive,
New Apple products are re ing and unexpected features. junior Benjamin Burnett opens the symphony in C
leased about as often as Kev Chances are it will be worth said. "It was nice to have minor before building with
in Federline does something the wait.
that rushing sound, like the theatrical complexity an
murmuring of the waves."
ingenious C major ending.
stones. They're too pretty ster's esophagus.
Professor
Christopher
Bade said this has been
to throw and too small to
What's worse, after you are Bade, conductor, intro an excellent year for the
display as knick-knacks on instantly bored with them duced this as a contem Symphony Orchestra.
your dresser. Polished stones (which you will be), most porary composition with
"We've enjoyed this jour
are also a danger to all tod polished stones don't come roots in Nova Scotian folk ney," Bade said. "The reward
dlers; they're usually just big with a receipt. Thus, asking music. Composer Catherine isn't at the end; the reward is
enough to swallow, but too for polished stones is asking McMichael originally wrote in the process."
large to get down a young- for the worst Christmas gift. the piece for wind instru

What not to ask for this Christmas
1. Microsoft Zune

his journey through space.
There are literally hundreds
of visual cues and connec
tions throughout the film.
The two main actors in
"The Fountain" are remark
able. Both had to play basi
cally the same character in
three different time periods,
without playing the same
person. It's also difficult to
tackle a heavy subject like
eternal life without seem
ing tacky or contrived, and
Jackman and Weisz deliver.
These are quite possibly the
best performances of both of
their careers.
The soundtrack is mesmer
izing without being impos
ing. It's a perfect balance,
adding to the visuals without
distracting from them.
Many people will be upset
that "The Fountain" draws
no definitive conclusions at
the end. It's true that while
the focus of the movie is
clear, its ultimate resolution
is abstract and open to inter
pretation. The theme "Death
is the path to awe" is constant
throughout the film, but isn't
reallyan answer to the ques
tions the movie poses.
The point of the film clearly
was not to answer life's ques
tions. In this modern age, a
movie that claims to know
all the answers would nev
er be taken seriously. "The
Fountain" is merely a start
ing point; its intent is to get
people thinking deeply and
get them talking (that is, as
long as they're willing to see
the film with an open mind).
(Movie Rating: 10 cut of

BY JILL HAMILTON
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OPINIONS
Coming out (in red)

page have actually been ex
tremely illuminating. For
each controversial article
I've written, those who have
responded have assumed it
was all mostly an exegetical
debate. They've told me my
BY KATE GARBER
abortion argument was bunk
COLUMNIST
because God says not to kill.
There s a group on cam They've told me my argu
pus that has no voice, no out ments against marriage are
let — and for good reason. If incorrect because God likes
they were given the opportu it when men and women
nity to talk, they'd only spill get married, that he made us
their red ink onto a black- that way.
and-white campus.
But will any of these argu
The question I'd like to ments stand up if people first
consider is whether sharing have to consider the fact that
the beauty of red, or wheth I knew most verses and con
er preserving the beauty cepts in the Bible very well
of pure black-and-white, is when I wrote my opinions?
most important. We usually Would this campus be will
choose the default position ing to discuss relevant issues
of preserving colorless sim if someone shocked you all,
plicity, opening no doors saying, "The Bible is no lon
when red comes knocking, ger our common ground."
and even discouraging red
Would my arguments, if
from knocking at all.
they came from different as
Lately I've been realizing sumptions than yours, retain
how vibrantly red all of my any value for this campus?
opinions are.
Or would you like for your
I'm using colors to say black-and-white, two or
what I mean because normal three dimensional campus to
terms have too many conno remain as is, growing more
tations (and would instantly complex through the voices
become an example of how of the great Christians I men
language often distorts more tioned above, but seeing no
than it conveys).
reason for a passionate red to
For the sake of something ruin the colorless beauty you
like clarity, if I were to be have now?
crass, I'd describe this idea
Again, please don't re
of "red" as the voice of the spond in your mind by say
content, genuine, serious, ing: "You assume your so
intentional unbeliever who called 'red' ideas are more
knows the Bible backwards vibrant than ours. Christi
and forwards and has al anity has more color than
ready covered much ground you'll ever know!" Of course
in trying to retain even the I admit that I naturally value
smallest hint of belief. In my own thoughts, and you
describing this campus as value yours, and that's fine.
"black-and-white," then, I'm But my metaphor isn't meant
trying to depict the extent to to value color over grayscale.
which non-Christian ideas It's to show the effect of nonstand out—just like red on a Christian ideas on a campus
colorless background.
that highly values the com
So I'll not be trying to mon ground you all have in
say I'm the sort of "bright" believing the Bible.
Christian who thinks for
In conclusion, let me say
herself and values truth ov I've been silent on this page
er convention, overturning for several months because
cliche in favor of essential (a) one article was censored,
truth. I agree: Those people and (b) I've hesitated from
are great, and I love hearing discussing any of the things
them talk. But I'm just not I believe that end up being
one of them.
entirely invalid if we have to
I've written opinion arti assume the Bible is "true."
cles from that standpoint in
In the future, I hope to
termittently for the past year strike a balance and find
or so, but in those cases I was out whether non-Christian
seeing whether I could, you honesty is compatible with
might say, help mold a gray a Christian publication. I
scale, two-dimensional cam love many Christian people,
pus into a grayscale, three- and I hope to continue find
dimensional campus. Some ing space for my thoughts in
disliked the ideas, but they their normal conversations
were acceptable and no one and not merely being rel
egated to moments of minis
could condemn me to hell.
My experiences on this try and evangelism.

Open letter to campus: some advice
Dear winter adventurers,
I have a secret I must
share. Much like we're urged
by preachers in black suits
to spread the Good News
because of the general good
will we have for one another,
I sense the same urging to
share this with you.
You may have seen me
around, walking cheerfully
among the huddled masses,
striding with summer-dayconfidence past those with
hunched shoulders and
hands shoved deep inside
pockets. The secret to this
bravery? Long underwear.
Wearing it is a practice I
adopted several years ago,
and I haven't questioned
my decision once. This extra
layer has changed my whole
perspective on the weather,
and on many days, life.
Taking up the practice of
wearing long underwear is
very simple — comparable
to, say, beginning a habit of
chewing gum on Tuesday
nights. You simply go and
purchase a pair (available
everywhere, sometimes even
at hardware stores) and then
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decide which pair of pants
you can most easily wear
them under.
This might be a problem
for some of the women on
campus, as recent fashion
dictates wearing jeans as
tight as the lid on a jam jar.
But I'm sure you have at
least one pair of pants that
will work. This will probably
be particularly easy for you
sweatpants-wearers to do.
In fact, I have a cou
ple words on this as well:
Sweatpants aren't the an
swer! They're specifically
designed to make you com
fortable when curled up in
an armchair, or laying in
bed. They're not designed
like wetsuits and don't main
tain a steady air temperature
within the fabric. Try some
long underwear under those
gray, baggy things, and I'm
sure you'll be blown away
by the difference.
Hear this wisdom call
ing to you from the streets.
Warmer moments are only a
little bit of initiative away.
Sincerely,
Rachael Cusack

DTR: just another relational expletive?

BY AMY WATKINS

COLUMNIST

At first, I thought I might
devote this column to some
earth-shattering theological,
political or socioeconomic
issue. After considering this
notion for approximately
5.7 seconds, I decided that
it would be better for me to
address an issue that affects
nearly all of our lives: the
wonder that is the DTR.
All of us like to have clar
ity in our relationships, and
we've managed to devise
increasingly grandiose meth
ods of achieving it.
We started in fifth grade
by passing a note to the cute
boy (or girl) in the desk be
hind us. The message was
simple: "Do you like me?
Check the box." We then

provided the object of our
affection with tire options
of either — drumroll, please
— "yes" or "no."
Of course, life has a way
of gradually becoming more
complicated. Instead of pass
ing cheesy little notes to each
other, we now resort to the
infamous DTR (for the unini
tiated, that7s short for "define
the relationship").
If you've been going to
Taylor for a while, odds are
you've had at least one of
these awkward conversa
tions. Normally, they are very
tense, very dramatic and a
very long time coming. As a
special bonus, you can have
them just about anywhere.
One of my friends had one in
the middle of a road.
Because DTRs are so infa
mously soap opera-ish, they
have become the subject of
much fascination and ridi
cule on campus.
Perhaps this was what
caused me to be initially
hesitant about the idea of

one-on-one relationship con
sultations. Unfortunately, I
found myself in the middle
of a friendship that was both
confusing and frustrating
me. Reluctantly, I decided to
initiate a DTR on AIM (just
to keep the whole acronym
thing going).
What I discovered is that
DTRs aren't nearly as bad as
they've been made out to be.
It was productive. It was a
relief. It was ... very undramatic. By discussing things
openly, I was able to expe
rience some much-needed
clarity and express many of
the things that were frustrat
ing me.
I also made an important
secondary discovery when I
received a call and told the
person on the other end that
I was in the middle of a DTR.
I had seldom witnessed any
one hang up so quickly.
Now, I'm not suggest
ing that we should have
DTRs just to put an end to
annoying phone calls, but I

do think this information is
worth passing on.
I would submit that in
stead of holding our feelings
in for months on end and get
ting caught up in frustration
and obsession, maybe we
should just be honest with
our friends of the opposite
sex. Sure, it might be awk
ward or even painful in the
short run, but the potential
benefits are substantial.
In the end, it's not our
honest admissions that are
most harmful to our rela
tionships, but the things we
leave unsaid. Sometimes a
little bit of clarity can go a
long way toward improving
things, even if we must suffer
through an awkward DTR to
achieve it.
So next time I find myself
frustrated and confused, I
hope I have the courage to
gain some resolution early
on — even if it means revert
ing back to the fifth grade to
get there.

FFTTFRS TO THF FDTTOR

Does God ever refuse forgiveness?
BY CHRISTINE GOSLIN

Today I opened up The
Echo and proceeded to read
a very fine article entitled,
"Sexuality: perhaps over
rated?" by a very fine Alex
Frank. Although this was
a wonderful article overall
(even one of the finest and
most important Echo articles
in a long time), I object very
strongly to one particular
statement that was made.
Alex stated that, accord
ing to Matthew 12:31 and 1
John 5:16, God does not for
give all sins. I find this to be
an awful abuse of Scripture
and a perfect example of
proof-texting.

I do not intend to start a
debate about hermeneutics,
but I would like to urge all
of us to not use a single Bible
reference to argue a complex
point without a thorough,
comprehensive certainty that
we are understanding the
Bible correctly.
I will not address 1 John
5:16 because, frankly, I have
no idea what it means. How
ever, I am currently writing a
research paper on Matthew
12:31, so I will talk about it.
It states, "And so I tell you,
every sin and blasphemy
will be forgiven men, but the
blasphemy against the Holy
Spirit will not be forgiven."
This verse is a prime ex

Christmas is coming:
Are you offended yet?
BY AARON HARRISON
Many of us have been talk
ing about what we like and
don't like about the Christ
mas season. "It's coming too
soon," "They are decorating
too early," "Everything is so
materialistic," "We need to
remember Jesus is the reason
for the season."
Many of us secretly carry
around an offense at how
Christmas is celebrated, but
feel powerless to do anything
about it. Maybe it's nostal
gia we really want when it
comes to Christmas time. All
this hyper-reality didn't ex
ist for us then. Things were
simple: simple gifts, simple
feelings, simple memories.
Now things are more cyni
cal and more hopeless as our
simplicity is deconstructed
by cares, worries and apathy.
Maybe we've constructed
Christmas the way it is be
cause Jesus is what he is, and
we are what we are. Jesus is
offensive. His coming is of
fensive. The way he came is
offensive. There's no escap
ing it. But we can distract
ourselves from it, from his
repeated offenses.
"Blessed is the one who
is not offended by me." This
offense pertains to the lowli
ness with which Christ came
into the world. We would
have all missed it if it were
not for the bright signs, an
gels, stars and dreams that
pointed those few people to
the animal house.
It is offensive to think that
God would come in the most
un-godlike way. It is offen

sive to think that the birth
of God was just like every
other human birthing pro
cess: immense pain, scream
ing, blood, dirt, the God-man
feeding at Mary's breast.
"Blessed is the one who
is not offended by me." But
we've taken care of all that.
We have as a society re
moved the offense of Christ.
The stone that the build
ers rejected has become the
cornerstone, and now we're
chipping away at that. It
is ugly and awkward. But
we've wrapped it up in pas-

"Blessed is the one
who is not offended
by me."
tel-colored nativity scenes,
bright paper and sparkling
lights. We've cleaned up the
whole mess and have elevat
ed this abased God-man to
his "proper" place: a symbol
to imitate.
"Blessed is the one who
is not offended by me." We
must deal with Christ on
his own terms. Let Christ
be Christ, with his abase
ment, his hard teachings, his
sword, his division. Let us
not pass over the Christ who
offends, for we will never
reach belief if we do. These
things took place so that we
might believe, so let us stop
distracting ourselves with
empty tradition.
We've got Christmas on its
head. Christ came to Earth,
but equally important is how
he came: abased, lowly, dirt
ily, humbly. That is the glory.
That is the offense. That is
the blessing.

ample that we should not
forget that the mantra of Derrida was "Interpretation!"
and the mantra for biblical
interpreters is "Context!"
In order to understand
this verse, we must first un
derstand what blasphemy
against the Holy Spirit is.
Many scholarly commentar
ies, looking at the literary
and historical context, agree
that blasphemy against the
Holy Spirit is referring to the
Pharisees' proclamation that
Jesus was able to do miracles
and exorcisms because he
was demon-possessed.
This was an unforgivable
sin because in order to pro
claim Jesus as demon-pos

sessed, the Pharisees had to
have hardened their hearts
against the truth beyond the
point of possible repentance.
There is a somewhat relat
ed debate about whether we
can lose our salvation or not,
and this debate still rages on.
However, since we (hope
fully) are not Pharisees de
claiming Jesus as demonpossessed and since we have
not permanently hardened
our hearts against repentance
then I think we can have ab
solute faith that God does
and will forgive us all of our
sins. This is very important,
since repentance, forgiveness
and grace are one of the cor
nerstones of Christianity.
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Defense dominates for win

Lady Trojans hold Huntington to 12 second-half points in 70-37 romp
BY AMY WATKINS

The Lady Trojans shot 54
percent from the field and 50
percent from 3-point range
This past week has been a while holding Huntington to
good one for the Lady Tro only 17 percent shooting in
jans basketball team. It start the second half.
ed out with an 83-68 victory
Senior guard Amanda
over Marian last Saturday. It Bond thought the team's de
ended with a huge victory fensive effort was the key to
against one of the team's big beating the Foresters.
gest conference rivals.
"We really turned up
On Wednesday, Taylor (8- the intensity in the second
3, 3-1 Mid-Central Confer half on the defensive end,
ence) traveled to Huntington and that's what won us the
(5-4, 1-3 MCC) to take on its game," Bond said.
conference rival.
Senior guard Jenny Dawes
The game was fairly close echoed Bond's sentiments.
early on, and the Trojans "When we went into a zone
were only up 30-25 after the in the second half we shut
first half.
down their offense complete
In the second half, how ly," she said. "That was the
ever, the Trojans took their best team defensive effort we
game to another level and have had all season. Holding
went on to win 70-37.
a team like Huntington to 12
"We came out and mixed points in a half is a huge ac
up our defenses a little bit complishment and a big con
more and held them to 12 fidence booster for us."
points in the second half,"
Throughout the game,
Taylor coach Tena Krause Huntington's defense fo
said. "The defense led to of cused on Taylor center Katie
fense because we shot really Madden, allowing the Tro
well in the second half."
jans' guards to score from
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the perimeter.
Freshman forward Beth
any Ballard played particu
larly well, leading the team
in scoring with 14 points and
adding eight rebounds.
"The nice thing about the
game is that [Huntington]
was double-teaming Katie
Madden," Krause said. "She

"Holding a team
like Huntington to 12
points in a naif is a
huge accomplishment
and a big confidence
booster for us."
-Jenny Dawes-

would try to feed Bethany
[Ballard] because they were
swarming all over her. [Mad
den] did a nice job of attract
ing the defense."
With these two wins, Tay
lor is now in fourth place
in the Mid-Central College
Conference, just one win be
hind three teams - Indiana
Wesleyan, St. Francis, and
Bethel - that are all ranked
among the top 10 teams in

Two Taylor students become coaches

the nation (NAIA DIV II).
Taylor's only conference
loss so far was to Bethel, and
the Trojans have proved they
can compete and win this
season in the MCC.
Coach Krause also em
phasized the importance of
winning against a conference
rival on the road.
"Huntington is a hard
place to win," Krause said.
We had a great core of lead
ership, especially from our
seniors. It was just a total
team effort."
Taylor will play en the
road this weekend at the
Olivet-Nazarene
Tourna
ment. The Lady Trojans play
Olivet-Nazarene on Friday
and will battle against St.
Xavier on Saturday.
Over Christmas Break,
Taylor hosts Madonna and
Trinity International before
traveling to the Holiday
Classic before New Year's.
After the break, the Lady
Trojans get back into the heat
of the MCC season with a
game at No. 4 St. Francis.

Photo by Tim Huynh

Freshman Bethany Ballard rises for a jump shot during
Saturday's game against Marian. Taylor defeated Marian 83-68.

Trojans fall to Foresters
Top-ranked Huntington beats Taylor 61-44
BY ANDREW NEEL

SPORTS EDITOR

Photo by Andrew Neel

Taylor seniors Isaiah Mylin (left) and Ben Billman talk to their players during a timeout. Billman
and Mylin have been the varsity basketball coaches at The King's Academy in Jonesboro for the
past three years. During their time as coaches, the Knights have won a state championship and
finished as state runner-up in ACSI DIV II.

BY ANDREW NEEL

SPORTS EDITOR

Taylor seniors Ben Billman
and Isaiah Mylin knew they
wanted to coach a basketball
team at some point. They just
didn't think they would get
the chance while they were
still in college.
For the past three years,
Billman and Mylin have
been the varsity basketball
coaches at The King's Acad
emy (TKA), a private Chris
tian school located in Jones
boro, Ind.
Billman applied for the
head coaching position his
sophomore year even though
he was only 19 years old and
had limited prior coaching
experience. Despite these ob
stacles, Billman got the job
and Mylin soon joined him
on the sidelines as the assis
tant coach.
"It was hard at first, only
being a few years older than
most of the players," Billman
said. "I became friends with
a lot of the guys on the team,
but I had to find the thin line
between being a coach and
having a good time."
The coaching duo ben
efited from having a roster
comprised of a core group of
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players who had been team
mates for most of their bas
ketball careers. With that core
in place, Billman and Mylin
were able to lead the Knights
to their second-consecutive
ACSI DIV II State Champi
onship and a 14-8 record in
their first season as coaches.
"At first I was a bit skepti
cal of [Billman and Mylin's]
experience, but then I real
ized they both knew a lot
about [basketball]," Taylor
freshman Tim Voss, who
played at TKA under Billman and Mylin, said. "They
are both really well-educated
coaches and I'm sure they'll
be involved at the college
level some day."
Two of Billman and My
lin's former players are cur
rently involved with Taylor's
men's basketball team.
Voss is a walk-on for the
Trojans, and sophomore
Gabe Davis is the team man
ager of the Trojans.
"When the coaches came, I
thought I would have to help
the team remain respectful
and show them how to fol
low orders because [Mylin
and Billman] were young,"
Davis said. "It was fun to
play for them; they were
good Christian role models

but they were also focused
on winning."
Billman and Mylin have
also involved other Taylor
students in their coaching ex
perience by bringing friends
to the team's practices and
recruiting guys from Sammy
Morris Hall to cheer on the
Knights during games.
"I was nervous my whole
first year; every coach Isaiah
and I went up against was
twice our age or older," Billman said. "I give credit to the
players on my team; they've
made it easy to come in and
learn about coaching."
In their second year at
TKA, Billman and Mylin fin
ished another successful sea
son with a second-place fin
ish in the ACSI tournament.
Both Mylin and Billman
plan to pursue careers in
coaching after graduating
from Taylor.
"I think [coaching at TKA]
has made me more confi
dent in my love for coaching
and teaching," Mylin said.
"I know this is something I
want to do for the rest of my
life because there is nothing
more rewarding to me than
seeing kids improve and
knowing you had some part
in that."

Games between Taylor and
its Mid-Central Conference
rival Huntington are always
competitive. Unfortunately
for Trojans fans, Tuesday
night's game was only close
for the first half.
After rallying to grab a
one-point first-half lead, Tay
lor seemed to have the mo
mentum heading into halftime. Once the second half
started, however, it was clear
the No.l (NAIA) Foresters
were going to leave Odle
Arena with a victory.
Huntington (10-1, 4-0
MCC) outscored Taylor (7-6,
2-2 MCC) 36-18 in the second
half en route to an emphatic
61-44 victory.
Huntington established its
dominance early in the game
and jumped to an 8-0 lead
within the first four minutes
of the first half.
Taylor climbed back into
the game, however, thanks
to the shooting of sopho
more guard Daniel Cox, who
scored 14 of 16 points in the
first half. Cox hit his fourth
3-point shot of the game to
give the Trojans a 22-19 ad-

vantage with 3:19 remaining
in the first half.
Taylor Junior Bret Burchard
scored on a drive to the bas
ket with seven seconds left to
give the Trojans a 26-25 lead
heading into halftime.
"Coach
[Steve]
Piatt
chewed us out at halftime
and said we were playing
flat, and that always makes
us play better," Huntington
senior Kyle Ganton, who fin
ished with 12 points, said.
Piatt's halftime speech
must have worked, because
his players decimated the
Trojans on both ends of the
floor during the second
half. The Foresters scored 36
points on offense, led by de
fending Co-MCC Player of
the Year Alex Kock's 13 sec
ond-half points.
On the defensive end,
Huntington held Taylor un
der 30 percent shooting from
the field and limited the Tro
jans to 18 points.
"We tried to limit Cox's
shot opportunities in the sec
ond half and played more
aggressive defense on him.
Once we got up by about 10
points on Taylor, the [Trojans]
had to expend a lot of energy
and it was tough for them to

get back into the game," Piatt
said, commenting about Tay
lor's slow-paced offense.
The Trojans did manage to
make a late run and cut Hun
tington's lead to 50-44 with
4:29 remaining in the game,
but Ganton and Kock com
bined for a quick six points to
end the comeback by Taylor,
who was held scoreless the
rest of the game.
"We concentrated more
on [the] defensive end in the
second half," Kock said. "We
stayed out on shooters and
were able to rebound the ball
and speed up the tempo."
Cox was the only Trojan
who scored in double fig
ures, as Taylor offense was
held below 50 points for the
third time this season.
"We're a work in progress
right now," Taylor coach
Paul Patterson said. "We're
dysfunctional
offensively;
we've got a young team that
is still learning how to put
this thing together."
Taylor hosts IU East to
night in the Silent Night
game at 6 p.m.
Tomorrow, the Trojans will
battle either Indiana Tech or
Cardinal Stritch to wrap up
the annual Ivanhoe's Classic.

Trojans Sports Equestrian team holds show
(Home games in bold)
Men's
Basketball
(7-6,2-2)
W, 46-35 Marian
L, 61-44 Huntington
Upcoming games:
Friday
IU East 6 p.m. (Silent Night)
Saturday
Ivanhoe's Classic1 or 3 p.m.
Dec. 19
at Purdue-Calumet

Women's
Basketball
(8-3,3-1)
W, 83-68 Marian
W, 70-37Huntington
Upcoming games:
Friday-Saturday
at Olivet-Nazarene Toum.
Dec. 16
Madonna 3 p.m.

BY KATE ROSELLE
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Last Saturday and Sunday
Taylor University's 21-member equestrian team came to
gether to put on its bi-annual
home horse show.
The show was planned
and run entirely by Taylor's
team members and was well
attended by nearly 250 com
petitors from schools such
as Notre Dame, Purdue and
Ball State.
"I think our home show
was one of the best we have
ever had," equestrian coach
Maggie Boyle said. "We end
ed up fifth overall out of at
least 12 schools. It was defi
nitely the most organized
show we have ever had. All
of our riders rose to the occa
sion and tried their best."
At these shows, riders

compete in classes that are
broken down by skill level,
ranging from beginning walk
trot to open flat and fences.
"The biggest adrenaline
rush is the horse draw,"
junior Jenna Reed said.
Minutes before enter
ing the show ring, each
competitor literally sticks
his or her hand in a bucket
and draws a horse's name.
This is the horse they must
then mount and show. "It
can potentially be a horse
I've never even seen before!"
Reed said.
Riders are allowed no
preparation time; they sim
ply get on and ride the horse
they select.
The show raked in approx
imately $11,000, which will
go toward future competi
tions and care costs for the 12
horses owned by Taylor.

